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CHAPTER I
BA . GROOlID OF THE PROBLEM
Intrc:>duct:f.Qn.

The term language as used in this thesis

refers to the complex symbolic processes of speaking, reading,
and wi-iting.

Speech is the primary process of language. Read

ing and writing are ••condary processes formed by written
symbols which reflect the primary symbols of speech.

Due to

the integral relat:ionahip of these elements, a facility or
dia,ability in one might f.ffect the others.

If this is true,

then it Dlight 4lso be possible t�t one currently existing fac
tor could affect the entire area of 1-nguage including any, or
al.l, of the interNlatad processes.

It is the purpose of this

thesis to investigate a syndrome believed to be of this nature.
It is u,uauy designated by the term specific la!!QU!ge.disability.
Specifically stated, the problell\ was to determine whethel' or not
•eecific 14nguage diH.bili9{ is a factor x-elated to clinical
failure in public school speech therapy.
A justification of this problem is primarily baaed on
the validity of the concepts stated above,

Therefore, it is

essential to review the exi.sting liteJ>&ture relative, to the iJ\..
t•gral relationship among the elements of .language and to the
specifia syndrome of specific lM§1u!ge disability.·

Speegh defects and readip9: abillS)'. The relationship of
l

2

speech defects and reading ability has been subj•ct to extensive
investigation. Robinson and Artley in reviewing the existing
literature both concluded that speech defects may be a causal
factor in i:'e,-ding defects, a consequence of I:Uding defects, or

that they may exist concurrently as the result of some third fac
tor.1 Investigation of the individual studie• from which Robinson
and Artley reached the previous conclusions, though not conclu
sive, clarifies the interrelationship between speech defects
and ·reading ability.

Moas studied 36 matched pairs, one a speech defective and

one a. noJ'm&l control, of second graders in the public schools of
Alabama. He concluded that "spe�h defects are a definite handi
cap in Ol'&l 'reading in the second grade, both in reading and in
the nwnber of ·e.rrors made. tt ' Yedinack also studied second grade
2

speech defective children and found "children with fun.ctional
.·

articulation defects are signi icantly inferior in both oral
,C--

.

and silent reading to ohi1dren with normal speaking ability".3

1a.

M. Robinson, Why Pu ils !!!! in Reading (Chicago:
�
University of Chicago Press, 146)
11 p. � and A. Stel'l Artley,
ttA Study of Certain Factors Presumed to be Associated with R.ead
illQ' and Speech X>ifticulties," Journal of Speech u,\d Hearing
Jlisot'ders, XIII .(1948), p. 359..
2H. A� ·Mo�a, "The Effect of Speech Defects on Second GMde.
Reading Achievement," Quarterly Journal. of Speech, XXIV (1938),
p. 654.
3J. c. Yedinack, "A Study of the Linguistic functioning
of Chiidren with Articulatory and Reading Viaabilities," Journal
_2! Gell$tic Psychology. XXXCIV (1949), p. 57.

3

A. third author to reach this concll.lsion was Gibbons, who in a
study of 20 speech d•fectives, reported a,n incidence of reading

retardation of one year when compared with a matched control
group on Gray's Standardized Oral Reading Paragraphs Test.1

However, a study by Hall, based on 21 speech defectives and 64
controls, found no significant relationship between speech and
silent reading-. 2
Other researohers have consid•red the relationsh p of
speech and readj,ng by studying the reading-defective child.
Stullken repor ed that eight per cent of his cases of reading
.

.

disability had pronounced speech defects. 3 Monroe studied 415
reading defective cases and con luded that defective speech
might be either a cau54l actor :1n reading difficulti�s or exis�
tent as a result of a ·aoanon oause.4 Benaett reported that the

history of a speech defect, even though there was no evidence
of the defect at the time of examination, also seemed to be a

1Gibbons, H., "The Relation of Reading Ability to Skill
in Articulations." Proceed!',s ,2! � American SP!ech COffeetion
Asaociations. IV (1934), PP• -12.
�rgl.1'8t E. Hall, "Auditory Factors in FunctiQnal Artic
u.latory Speech Defects," Jou'J"Ml ,2!: Experimental F.ducation,
VII (1938)• P• 130.

3E.

H. Stullken, "Ret•l'dation in Reading and the Problem
Boy in School," Elwntary English Review. XIV (1937), p. 180.
.

.

4Marion Monroe, .Children .!112 cannot .b:!si (Chicago:
sity of Chicago Preas,(1932), p. 92.

tlr\iver...

4

prominent factor in relation to reading failure. l Negative
results were reported by Bond who found no difference in the
incidence of speech defects among good •nd poor readers.2
However·; Robinson has pointed out that "it is poasible, as

Bennett indicated, that sueh a difference might have been pres

ent •rlier." 3 In $\lJllnation, the majority of previous re earch
his indicated that speech and reading abilities seem to be asso
ciated, though the exact relationship has not yet been determined.
Spee�h defect& and spelling ability.

The relationship

between speech defects and spelling errors has also been in
vestigated. X.y conducted ca study in 1930 and found "a definite
relationship between articulation and spell:lng."4 1-wenty years

later, these results ·were

bstantiated when J>ass studied 296

1c.

C. Bennett, An In�uifl � the Gene�i$ of F>oor Read
�• (Teachei's College Controutons
to�cation;, To.�. ·
iiw York: Bureau of Publi tions, Teachen College, Columbia
University, 1938), p. 78.
2Guy L. Bond; Th� �uditory and S ch Characteristics .2£
?E'iitions to Education,
Poor Readers. (Teacher's Coll�e Contr
�657. New York: Bureau Publications, Teacher', College,
Columbia University, 1935)• p. 48.
3R.obinaon,

.!2£• ,cit.

4M. E. xay, "The Effect of Errors in Pronunciation on
Spelling," Elementary El)llish Review, VII (1930), P• 66.

5
high chool freshman with articulatory defects and obtained a
.62 correlation between articulatory defe. cts and defective
spelling.1 Ham conducted a similar study with 40 third, fourth,
f.nd fitth grade subjects with functional articulation defeats.
Ham• s. results, though not as statistically grea,t as those re

ported by Pass, also found that ttwords that are Jlliearticulated

tend to be misspelled JllOre frequently than wotds that are Pl'O•

nounced correctly." 2 In summary, it would seem that the previous
research, though scant, has indicated that speech defects and
spelling ex-rors ·see• to be somewhat though not conclusively
i-elated.
Clini�l indication

.2!, !h! relationship amqng sech,

read!N, and writing ,skills. FuPther corroborative evidence
of tne· relationship of speech, reading, and writing skills is
- sh.own with Sp$Cial vividness in the, aphasic patient.

Cole

s�ted that in these. patients:
all spheres of language 4re distorted, though
Qnly one part of the language function may be
predominantly interfered with. Hence, as we would
expect, the patient with a ever motor aphasia

3M.

F. Pasa, "An Inquiry into the Relationship between
Spelling and Articulatory Defects in High School Freshman,"
(Unpublished Master's Thesi,, The University of -labama, 1950).
�. E. Ham, "Misspelling and Misarticulation, tt Journal

_2! Si?!ech·_!!!! Hearins Disorders, XXIII (1958), p. 296.

6
also hat$ a degree of alexia ,, while the patient
,-,ith a discrete les1
· on in the occipto-parietal
cortex on th� dominant side resulting in pro
fo':U\(1 &lexia, will also have some diao�er in
speech production and in the recognition of
words taid. 1
Berry and Eis�nson ha� also noted the relationship of the
i

.

'

�

I

elements of language in a clinical description o.f aphasia.

It :ls rare for a patient to h&ve an isolated
difficulty for a single form of symbol disturbance.
In genel.'41, disturbance in speaking and in wx-it
ing par.llel one another. though there my be

considerably more difficulty in one fo�m of
pl'()ductive function than in the Other.
pec:l.fic Language Disability.

Si ce a disturbance in

one area of lahguage is often found to exist concomitantly
with a disturbance in another area. of language, a concept ha
gained some •cceptance which st.ates that a specific disability

for language exists.

The phrase designating this combined dis

order is.sacifj;c.lan91!!:ge disability.

It has been employed

by such author a,s Orton, Gillingham, Childs, and Galligher
and Harris. 3

Spt!cific lanau!ge disability, then, has been

1Edw1n

M. Cole; "Specific :Reading Disability. A Problem
in Integration and AdaptatiOn," The American Journal of Qel)almol<?9:Y, XXXIV (19Sl), p. 229.
2M. F. Berry and J. Eisenson, Speech Disorders, Prinoipies
�. Practices of 'l'he�py (New York: Appleton-Cent\,lry-Crofta t
Inc., i§sG), p740l.

·

.

3s T. Orton, Read�, Writil§ and Speech Problems in
pp. 215; A. olifingham,
Children,(New York: W. W�ot'tQn, 93-,y;
6Pedagogieal Implication of Specific Language Disability,." Orton
Society Reprint (from I!!! IndeJ2!Ildent School Bulletin, January

7
defined as:

a condition chA.racte.rized by the inability of an
indi'lidual r.-dily to aqquire; and subsequently to
use, one or more language skills with a facility
comensurate with his intelligence or 'with his
fa,aility .i n learning science and mi.thematics• and
in addition not comensurate witn the opportunities
which have previously been offered him to learn; it
is ,also characteriMd by the individual's tendency to
re�roduce languag• (in one or more of its forms) in
e;n unusv.al f,aahion. +

Many author$, when referring to only one element of S2@cific

lanqµaqe disability S\lch •• defective reading or writing, have
often used the fo.llowing terms:

dyelexia,

specific reading disability,

trephosymbolia, word-blindness, specific wt-iting

disability, &nd dysgraphia.

Even though such subdiv�e;ions

ax. frequently seen in the literature, the term SPf!cific ]4ng..

uaie d1J3clbil.;W seems to be more adequate as the disability is
usually evidenced in more than on, area of J.angua.ge, though it
may be more prondnent in one specific area.

Gallagher supported

the use of the term �pE!cifie languag� dis,,.bilit)! 1n the following

1952}, pp. l-4 i S. Clilds, nsound Reading. 11 Mew Frontiers in
lleadfR!, International Reading Association, Coiirerence, V ( 1%0) ,pp.
...10s, and J. R. Gallagher and H. I. Harris, Emoticmal
Problems� Adolescents; (New York: Oxford Press;· l958), pp.
141-145.

1J. Roawel.l G4llag'h$1', "Specific Language Disability
the Children's Hospital,
(Dyslexia), tt Clin1ea1. Proceedi
- � 5t
. s .Er!.
.. XVI (1960), ,P• 4.

8

sta.teinent:
The term "specific language disabilitYrr seems
pr,•ferable to others becauat 1.t 1Jnpli•s that there
i $0•thing wrong with one or more of these J.an
�ge skill& and not only witll.reading or with
vJ,sual or •uditory perception; it furthermore
uapll•• t�t the 1-ming pro:bleaa i• specifically
in th language area and not .als� in other fielda
such •• science l!Uld, mathematic. s .
SP,ci;fic, l::!!!9H!ge disabilit,i' and sP!!@ defects.

De Hirsch. in her work at the Pediatric language DisoX'der
C.11nic 1n New York City, piotteered in the study of the relatio�
ship between spec;ifi.c l;Aaguage disability and speech disordera.

In diacuJaing her clinical. experiences she stated that:
we can predict' at least thirty to. thirty five
per cent of fu�re reading di.-bilitiea among
th• youngster$ who re referred at age three,
four, or 51ve because of motor speech delay -oi_
dysl.lU,4.
Not only has s� found

clOs� relaticmship between spetch de

fects and smif:t.c language disabili9' but also that clients
with auch disabilities require specific t:raining procedures
"to reinforce all associations." 3 This belief was further

-

1ibtd., pp. J...4.
2xatrina. de .Hirsch,. "Specific Dyslexia or Strephosymbolia,"
FoU. PnonUtttca, IV (1952), p. 238 •
. 3statement by Xatrina de Hirsch at the Tenth Anniversary
Dinner of the Orton Society, New York, Octobe� :SO, 19S9, �nd
cited in ''Certain Orton Concepts," Bulletin.£>! the Orton Socie�,
X (1960), p� 24.

9

expande:d in the following stat ment:
In all these areas ••• further work should be done.
Instead of Hearing and Speech Clinics; on one
hand,, it would be more advantageous to ha,ve
"Language Disorder Clinics" for !he study of

thes-e related language problemt.

ment:

Bisenson offere4 further support in the followil'lfl state
In our files at Qµeen ts College, we have repeated
instances of children who began their expei-ience
with us with a diagnosis of delayed speech and who
continued or returned to us two or ttu'ee years
later with a designation of reading disability.
Often, many of the children moved from our delayed
language d velopment group to ou� defective articu
lation group, and we have acme to the tentative
aonc.lu$.i0n that in --.ny 11\Stano♦s considerably
above t:hat of chance, ·we are dealing with a special
group of children for whom the developnent of lang
U4Q'e sld,Us i& atypical. Language skills develop
in this special group in a manner deviant from our
norms of ex.peot&tion. Skills which ordinarily.go
together and can be taught together, develop with
so much uneveness that to subject these children to
the �sllAl latlg\L.ag$ curriculum is to :$.nvite difficUlty
or to aggravate the difficulties with which the ·
ehi.ldren coma to school. To · meet the needs of
these children; adjustments need to be made so that
our educational schedules meet the needs of their 2
variable and generally delayed matur4tion sohedule.
'!'here have been no extensive ?'$search studies investigating

the· relationship of specific.lfnsu!g;� disability to speech defeets.
However, alinie4l records have freq\lently indicated these tWQ
1:rbi�., p. 24.
·2Jon Eiaenson, "Aphasia and Dysle>etia in Children, n
Bulletin . _!h! Ortgn Society, VIII (1958), p., 3.

.2£

10
factors to be related,

Purthermore, clinical evidence has also

indicated that f'o r children with such nlated cOJl\bined diaabili
tie,s in .language at-Us n• therapeutic approaa.hes in both Jpeeah

thempy fJ\d in the cl.as room curric:ul.wn tre needed.

Ful'ther juatif ica�on _2£ Sh! Rroble,a. � term specific
l!!'5H!e disability has not: been widely accept-3. As stated
previously, ·116ny authors pref•r to speak of concurrently exist

ing 11.ngUage defects in terms of the individ�l 1-1)$.l for each
defect despite the fact that these authors agree that such de•
feots ap�r to be Nlat:ed.

On� poesible explanabion for this

condition ie that the diagnostic profile of specific.lansuage
disability ha$ not been outlined 1n sufficient detail.

Bach

researcher has delineated certain critical elements but defined
the total profile of specific l@t9u&ie d�sability in comparatively
vague terms.

Review of the literature on diagnostic criteria

permits the compilation of a p.rofUe with numerous diagnostic
elements.

Therefore, the construction of an appropriate profile

for diagnosing specific language diaability ,as attempted in this
study.
ty.

The resultant profile has not been verified in its entit-e

However research his substantiated the accuracy, and

dependability of each of the contributing diagnostic e.lements.

In this study the profile was employed to determine the degre&
to which .specific languag11 disability is a factoi- related to
clinica.l failure in public school speech therapy.

11

The study of clinical failure in public school speech
therapy can be further justified by the sparsity of such quali
tative research.

Many p-x-evious studies have attempted to deter

mine the relationship between speech defects and concomitant
defects of reading and writing on a quantitative basis.

Tha

conclusions of these studied have implied that thex-e· is a rela
tionship �tween speech defects and other defects of language.
·a0111ever, the extent to which such multiple defects affect the
seve:rity of each individu l defect, or the conditions necessary
fo� eff ctive thera

utic proced res,

s n t been determined.

Such information can best be obtained through qualitative studies
of individual eases.

Thi , then, waa the primary reason for the

F••umt study.
SUJ11Mry.

In the praceding par&gT&phs th• relationships

between speech, reading, and spelling disabilities as presented
within previous literature· ha$ been x-eviewed.

We may conclud.e

that this sur y of research indicates the possibility thilt
spe•ch, re&d1ng, and spelling skills are significantly related
and that a disability ii\ one of these areas may be a causal
f tor, a consequence of, or exist concurrently with a defect
in either or both of the other areas.

Due to this integral

relationship among the e1ementt of language, tht concept of•
syndrome tei'JJMld SR9cific language disability was formulated.
Thie syndrome was described •nd the need for investigating this

12

syndro• 1n relation to clinical failure in publi.c school
$pe.e,ch therapy was •stablished.
Statement

!2£. _!n! probleil. The conclusions reached in

the related 1:ltel'ature have (l) indicated a· poesible rela
t10n$hip between &J!!cific .J.-nguage disability and speech
defects; (2) depicted a need .for future research of a quali
tative nature.

Therefore, the purpose of th• present exploratory

s·tudy is to dettrmine whether or not •,R!Cific

la!'!9!J!sz• disabili;ty

ia a factor related to clinical failure in public; scho()l speech
therapy.

The problem, then, was stated in the following

queries:

(1) Is specific lang\l!ge disability J.'lelated to

clinical f4ilure in public school speech thera_py'?

(2} To

what degree do children who have shown little or no improvement
in public school speech therapy fit the profile of specific
language disability?

(3) To what extent •re •ch of the

&pacific areas of language, speech, reading,
affect-1 by sP!cific langµage disability
shown little oi- no improvement

and spelling

in children who have

in public school speech theHpy?

(4) Are there patterns in the defects 1n speech, reading, and
spelling 1n children who have shown little or no improvement 1n
�blic school speech ther.apy?
As st•ted, the problem requires that the �•search design
employ diagnostic cas:-e studies; consequently, it must be viewed
ais explorato;ry and clinical x-ather than experimental.

It is
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designed to determine whether or not specific language disability
exists

in elementary school children who fail to profit from

publio school speech therapy.

It attempts to design an appro

priate profils of th9 syndrome termed specific language ;:Jisability
and to determine the degree to which ten clinical failures in
speech therapy fit this profile.

The results of this investi

gation shou1d indicate the need for further research of an
experimental design to determine whether or not a more clinical
approach is necessary in such cases.

CHAPTER II

METHODS AND PROCEDURES FOR SELECf.t'ING· SUBJEC. TS,
AHD OBTAiNING_AND EVAUJATING PATA
Selection

.2£

$ubjects.

The ten subjects selected for

the diag.nostioc:ase study wel'E! elementary school children with
speech defects from the Kalamazoo County public school syst•·

These were children who had not been able to profit from public
school speech therapy according to the referring speech correc
tiOni8ts.

The S\lbjects were procured by presenting eight

1<alam11?.00 County Public School Speech CorJ:'ectionists a wi-itten

request for referral of those students within their caseloads
who· satisfied the crit,eria established for selection.
this request may be found in Appendix A.

A copy of

The following criteria.

were those established for selectiom
(1)

SUbjects were required to have a severe articulation. dis...

o�er which appeared to be of a functional nature.

For the

purpose of referral; a functional artiaulation disorder wa$
defined as severe when a minimum of four phoneme,s, three of
whiah had to be the (eh (l), and (r), were used defectively.
(2) Since the purpose of the study was to determine whether or
not sacif 10 lanID1!9:e di�bilitx is related to clinical failure
,
in public school speech therapy, a second criterion ws the

existence of therapeutic failure.

Only those subjects were in

cluded who had recei· ved speech therapy for 18 months or more
14
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and had shown little or no improvement.

Improvement was con

sidered slight or negligible when the (s), (1), (�), and one

other phoneme wf:3re still used defectively af-:e:- approximately

two years of speech therapy had been focusod on these articula
'Cion errors.
(3) Finally, case records had to be available to verify the

existence of a severe functional articulation defe. ct and of
therapeutic failure as defined above.

The subjective referral criteria which defined the terms
severe articulation detect and therapeutic failure were verified
by the administration of the Templin-Darley Diagnostic Test of

Articulation. The Templin-Darley Test contains a standardized
rating scale which can be us.ed to indicate whether a child's

articulation !kill is average, superior, or retarded in compari
son to others of his age and sex.1 According to the Templin

Darley norms, no subject included in the study was less than two

years retarded in speech development, with the average retardation
being four and a

half years. In addition, none of the subjects

scored above the four. and a halt year old level of articulation
proficiency.

The ten subjects studied included six male and fair female

¼tildred C. Templin and Frederic L. Darley, '11he Templin-.
Bureau o£"E<lucational
lesearch and §irv!oe, State University of Iowa, 1960), p. 8.
Darley Tests of Articulation (Iowa City:
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elementary s
· chOOl children.

The grades represent•d were from

one through fivt •. with the following distribu,'t.ion:·..' five first
gr«de students, on., second grade stu
· dent, three third grade
$'tudents, and one fifth grade. student.

11 wel"e of average

intelligence and continued to have sevei:-ely defective articulation,

which appeat-ed to be of a functional nature. after having l'9ceived approxima.tely two year

of public. school speeeh correction.

'fen subjects were cons.i<:14,red to compri.se an adequate sam
ple

to

l>e studied for the following

rMsons:

(1) The purpose

of the at:udy ws exploratory and clinical Mthe:r than experi
m.antal..

(2)

The method of

procedure involved diagnostic case

studi�·s of individti.al oases of alinical failure in public :;ahooJ.
speech correction and _, therefore, was of .a qualitative rather
than a. qU41\titative 1\$t.ure.
Proc;!•dures � j! obtaining da�a.

The data ·employed in

constructing the individual profile$ of the ,subjects
lated du't.'it\g the spl'ing of 196�.

wa$

accumu•

The p:rt>ced'Ul'e used involved

three Jteps.
The first consisted of administering the following diagnos...
Goodenough D�w-A-Man Te$t;

tic test �ttery to ea.cl\ subject:

Bender-Gestalt Test; Arm Extension Test; Wide Range Achievement
Te.st; Gray• s Oral Reading Test; Monroe Auditory Discrimination
Testi Monroe Sound lUending Test; and the Templin-Darley

Diagnoatie Test of Articulation.
.

The entiTe bllttery was acbnin..
'

istered by the same 4&,quniner to each $\tbject individually during
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a single session.

The time required averaged seventy-five minutes,

The second step consisted of the administration of the
Wechsler Ir,telligence Sc:ale for ChildrerL (WISC) which was the
final �xamination iri the cliagr10stic batte1•y.

The WISC was indi

vidually acimini.stered in a &eC!ond session by a Kalilmazoo County
Public School Diagnostician, unless a recent WISC profile was
available.

Finally, infonnation concerning the familial histoey of
language disability and left-handedness was obtained through
use of a questionnaire sent to the family of each subject. A
letter of explanation, stating that the child was participating
in a study for the purpose of ident:i.fying some of the reasons
for continued difficulty with speech c;iespite speech therapy,
accompanied each questionnaire.

A copy of the letter of explana

tion and the questionnaire may be found in Appendices B and c,
respectively.
A discuss:ion of the accuracy and dependability of each
of the items of the test battery as it is used in detet'lllining
speciri� lapgt!&ge disabili!,y is now presented.
Goodenough Draw-A-Man�- l The Goodenough Draw-A-Man
Test is used as a measure of intelligence, as a projective techl

i:1orence L. Goodenough, Measurement of Intelligence
DrawinQs (Chicago: World Book Company, i926J, PP• 172.

£X
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nique • &nd as an indicator of the aJIIOUnt o.f body image possessed
by the ·subject.
and found that

Bender studied �see with language d�S&bilities

11'

the Goodenoug11; test '1 the iiead:lng
cases
had
'
'

speo14l difficulty in drawing arms and they showed impul.sivity

and poor motQr oontrol." 1 De Hirsch found that subjects with

4peci. fic la!'!flY:!g• di$ability revealed �ture bOdy image., de
fective manual skill-,_ and poor eye-hand coordination Wl\tn measured
by the Goodenough test. 2
Silver, in the Bell.ewe tudy of lSO

children with language defects• found that
In 80% of th$ children 'With reading di-sability
three problem$ were outstanding:
1. Body image distortion, particularly
with displacement. of the upper extremi
ties toward the hips.
2. Represe-nt:ation of tonus and postural
pro:�lein$ with slanting of the figu,:-e
toward the extreme right (i�e�,: . as
though done with the left hand).
3. Less frequently no�ed was impulsivity
· is is more
and attempts at control. Th
typical of the child with structural
brain dflmage. 3
Bendet--Ge$t&lt Test, 4 The Bendei--Gestalt fest i&. used to ·

l,

,

. ' -----

meas�e visu.al-JllOtor �rformanae.

Experimental. etudiea �t

1l.auretta Bender, "Research Studie-s from Bellevue Hospital
on Specific Reading Disabilities," ,Bulletin .2f the Orton Society,
VI (l.956), P• l.
2K&trina de Hirsch, nspeoific Dyslexia or Streph.Osyml)olia, 1'
•
FolU �n:iatri¢a, IV (1952)� p. 237•.
3Archie A. Silver,. "Diagnostic Considerations in Children
.
with Reading Disability." .Bµlletj;n .2! the Orton Society� XI
(1961), pp. 9�10
4
L.auretta Bender, Instl.'uction.s for the Use £! Visual
Motor Ge$talt Test (New York: Th.e Ainerlca™hopsych:titt-!c
Assooatlon, Inc., 1946), PP! 7.
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Bellewe Hospital showed that 92 per cent of the children with
specific

lfnguaqe di§!Ail,,itv revealed ianature visual

motor

performance as compared with their intelligence when measured
by the Bender-Gestalt Teat.

Silver reported additi<mal results

from the Bellevue studies a& follows:
9� of the children with re«ding disability show
•ome visual-motor defects. Four cl'Mar«cteristics
of these performances attain• level of statisti•
cal significance: ( 1) Difficulty with angulations,
particularly in cards A, 4; (2) Tendency to vertica11ze the d!Agonal on card 2; (3) Primitive responce,
a a. in substituting loops for dots on aards l, 3,. or
5; ( 4) Use of cues such as using the margin of the
paper' or the edge of a previously drawn figure. l
'l'eating at the Language Disorder Clinic, Columbia Presbyterian
Medical Center, New York City, further verified tnese results,2
Wide Ra!!fe Achievement
ment test is used

3
.!!!!: . · The Wide Range Achieve-

to determine

.

'

a subject's level of academic

4chieveu.ent in reading, spelling, and arithmetic.

Acad.emic

achievement is an impot-tant dicl.gnostic indicator, as the child

rith specific language disability has great difficulty with re,ad..
ing and spelling, but can usually handle arithmetic at a level
characteristic of his intellectual ability.

In surveying achieve

ment, it is important to note not only the level achieved but
lSilver,
,
_22, cit. t p. 8.

--

.
2De Hirsch,
.
loc. cit.

3Joseph Jastak, � �ng• Achievement Test (Wilmington,
.
O.lawre: Charles L·. Story ompany, i§4g), pp:-R.
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the nature of the errors.

Th� errors of the child with specific

language p1sability �e characteristic and patterned.

Errors in reading are characterized by confusion of the

forms of letters and the sequence of the letters. Norrie gave
the following examples of such defects:
We have confusion of letter forms when the pupil
reads qad instead of cab, come instead 'of can 1 it

. in.steadof is. The followingletters are tFiose
whi.ch .espec'Iilly ·cause this type of difficulty:

�-E, b-�, jl·.R, _!!•�, £-G, T-E-f, et. cetera. R4;!
versals can 'Ee seen when ror example the word
calm is spelled cmal, or the name Schumann as
lic's."'unnam; ih1s ciniiot, of course, Ee perce-ived
as a word.

In spelling• confusion of sounds and the omission of
syllables

reversals.

in long words f.l'e added to the letter confusions and'
This quality of error led Gallagher to say that

"s.pelling et'l'ors in specific lanq:uage disability are not just
numerous---they are often biurre n .2
When conoidering arithmetic skills, it is important to

remember that similar difficulties may also• be evident, though
usually not to such an extent as to cause academic failure.

For example, numbers may be confused, such as 6 for .,2, and 17

for 71. Later, poor reading ability mily interfere with the
unders.tanding of word problem$.3

1Edith Morrie, nword Blindness in Denmark: Its Neurologi
cal and Educational Aspeats, 11 Orton Society Reprint (from The
Independent Sehool-Bulletin,.April 1960), p. 2.
2
Gallagher, �-

3:Lbid.,
p. 4.

ill·,.

p. S.
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1
Gray's _Q!!.! Reading Test.
Oral reading provides data
from which specific language disability can be diagnosed. The
oral reading performance in specific

la,nguage disability is

usually hesitant, including mispronunciations,_ insertions, and
short wo'X'd omission,2

-·

At"m Extension Test. 3
'

The Arm Extension Test, from the

Postural Testa of Paul Schilder, is used in an attempt to de
t•rmine the dominant hemisphere of the brain.
Schilder felt that in the absence of peripheral
orthopedic,
neul'Ologic defe, ots the fi}levated
extremity was one with the greater muscle tone,
It is suggecsted here that the greater tone is
indicative of the dominant hemisphere, i.et,
right arm elevatiQn suggests left cerebral
dominance; left arm elevation suggests right
cerebral dominance; arms at equal height, dom
inance not e.stablished. This :ls independent of
the per-ipherally d.ominant arm, i.e., that used
f
. or writing, throwing, aiming, 4

or

The Arm Extension Test distinguished 92 per eent of the children
with specific ].4ngttage disability in the B
. ellevue Studies. The
I

;

following behavior w.s used to describe the performance of
children with 6P!J;C1ficlallfll!!ge disability on the Ax,n Extension
1w1111a.m S. Gr•y, Oral Readi� Para9::a hs (Bloomington,
Illinoisz J>ublic School l5u1>'lishing ompany, �
*�ss Edition)., pp. 2.
2Gallagher, �-�,, p.

s.

3Paul Schilder, «Postural Tests o.f Paul Schilder," cited by
Archie A. Silver,. 1'Dia.gnostic Considerations in Children. with
Reading Disabi.lity, n Bulletin of the Orton Society, XI (1961), p.6,
.

---- - - -- --.

Silver,.�- cit., p. 6.
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Test:

A discrepancy between the.elevated hand on the
extension test and the peripherally dominant hand,
i.e., that used for writing, was noted :l,n 74 per
·cent of the chi.ldren with reading disability in
this aeri.ea. It was not noted in the control
group. That is, whe-re the usual tests for d01dn
ant hand revealed right peripheral dominance, it·
waa the left hand which waa elevated in the reading problents. An additional 18 per cent of the child
ren with reading disability showed no elevation of
either hand. No such in$tances were found in the
control group.
These findings were sub,tantiated in a further
study of the 100 third and fourth Q'l'&ders de!cribed
above. Results here were equally startling. ·

Monroe Auditory Wol'd-Disqriminlltion �2 and Monroe
Sound Blend1!5 Test.3 The Monroe Auditory Woi'Cl-Diacrimination
Teat and the Monn:>e So'Ul\d Blending Test &l'9 both used in detel'I►.
ining auditory perceptual inte,Ntion. These tests were chosen
for use in this study as they have standardized normative data
for use in evaluating responses. The Sound Blending Test is
'

.

used to ,evaluate the ability to perceive the temp0ral disti:-i-

bution •Of sound in a pattern and to put the given sounds tt>gether

to make .a word. C·onfusion in ttbllporal orientation is often

found 1n the child wi·th SP4!Cific language diSclbility. For
1rbid.
2Marion Monroe.. Children Who cannot Read (Chicago:
sity of Chicag0, 1932), p. l.99. 3rbj4., p. 200-201.

Univer-
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xample, when given the sounds ] - o --

_R

presented at the rate

of two sounds per second with a distinct pause $epilMting each
sound, the child with specific 1!ils'9!9e disabilit¥ often responds
With a ward such as opt.

De Hii-sch has COlllpared such auditory

confttsion to the visual confusion found in the re.ding and writ
ing of the strephosymbolic.

In describing this �1'.tionship, de

Hirsch stated · ·"that the child Who says

!!£! criRSY fol' l'ice

cra.sev and the cm. who reads� for .!2!!, have the
though it\ diff-erent moda,lities".l

$&JDe

trouble--

The Auditory Word l>iscrimination Test 1s used in testing
the ability to determine similarities and d:tfferen(?es in the audi
tory form of a

word. The child with specific, la!!9!:!!9e disabilicy

often has col.lfusion in auditory discrimination. For example,
word pairs -such as bv.ttercup-�pperbut, or hunts-1!!:!:!!, AN!
fNquen.tly perceived a• identie$1.

Silver, in the Bell.awe Studies, found tests of auditory
disot-i.min4t1on. and sound blending to be of value in (l:lagnosing
specific .1-!'S'!!ge disability.

Difficulty in auditory perctption,

of a level statistiCAlly significant, waa evidenced in

·so per

cent of the children with l.aJ\guage disabilities 1n the Bellevue
Studiea.2
lxatrina de Hirsch• ustudies in �chyphemia: IV. l>i,agnosis
of DevelOprnental Language DiSOt'dera, n Logos, IV (1961), p. 6,
2Silver, ,22•

.2ll•, p. 7.
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Templin-DaJ\leY D1aJ!lostic Articulation �.1 The Templin
Darley Di.agnostic Articulation Te t is used to measure articula
tion proficiency. The pl"imary reason for including the Templin
Darley Test: in the. diagnostic battery w&S· that it employs a

standardized ratir-lg scale which inclicates the exact degree of .;,r

artieuJAtion proficiency pos$•ssed by the s\lbject in comparison
to o·�rs ()f his sex and ge. Co. nsequently, aa stated previou�ly,
the Templin-Darley Test furnished an objective measurement of

the 1)81'Si'5t'1\ce of each subject's. speech d•fect despite speech
therapy. Second1y, research has shown that articulation measure
mtnts obtained by the Templin"!'Darley Diagnostic Articulation
Test have a high con-elation With the total impression of
defectivenesa. given by the subjects's continuous eOJllllllJfiicative
speech. 2 . Therefore, the Tern.plin...Darley Diagnostic Artieu�tion
Test offered both• comprehensive evaluation of the indivi�ual
speech units and• general evaluation of the intelligibility of
conve:rsetional speech.

W.ahsler Intell!E{ence So.le for Childl'en.3 An accurate

measut-e1118l\t of intelle.otuu. capacity is iJ&ficmtt.l in d:tagnosing
1M.1ldred C
· . Tamplin and Federio L. Darley, The Templin..
Darley Testa .2£ Articulation (Iowa City: State Onlvirs!ty of
.
fowa ,. 1960)., pp. 39.
.
2EVim P. Jordan, "Validity of Articulation Test Measure$,, "
'7ourn&l _2! Speech� Hearing Research, III (1960)• PP• 303-319,.

3n.

·'

Wechsler. Manual; Wechsl,r Intelli ence Scale fol' Child
�n (New York: Mew Y()rk Psy�ologic&l Corporatfon, 1949� pp,� 114.
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specif!£ language disability.

Children with spesific l:angy&g!

.disability usually seem to evidence Iangwag• skill.$ inferiox- to
tht,ir intellectual e&pilcity,

An individual te&t of inttlligence,

such -as the- WISC; must :be used in ·estimating intellectual poten

tul. since group tests- are heavily influenced by reading skill

·thue refl.eet:tng reading ability rathel' than intellectual poten
tial.

In addition, the WI.SC Subtests have been reported to give

SOJDe additic>nal d1agnoetic information when u•ed in testing

dhildren with Sf!Cific langyag:e disability, pe.rticul«"tly when
coaape.ring the verbal with the perfol'iD&nce sections.1
Identifi.cation g£_ famii:l.a1 language R!t"tems.
.

Inf<:>rrna...
.

tion J;)e'rtaining to famil�l language patterrts was incl�ed in.
the diagnostic eval114tion since the families of children with
$J?!gifie language di:sal)ility generally exhibit certain ocourx-en...
CG$.

"mong thes• are conaiderabl• incidence of left ba.ndedne.$8

or ambidexterity; frectl.aent disabilities in reading, spelling,
tnd writing; and hequent occurrence ·Of speech defieienciea •.
Cole, GallagheF, Childs., and de Hirsch ha.ve all reported the
e)(i•t.nce of this falllilllal conatitu:ticmal charaot$r of specific

1Per$0Ml COJlinunication from Margaret B. Rawson, Reading
and Study Counselor at H.ood Colleg$, Fredari¢k, Maryland, I>eae..
ber 18, 1961; and J<atrina de Hirsch, nspecific Dyslt,xia ott ._
S�pho.symbolia, tt :P-olia. PhOniatrica, .IV (l9S2), p. 231.
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langµage di�billty.1 De Hirsch vividly described this feature
as follows':

When we inv•stigate the family history of the child
ren who h&v• severe difficulties of this kind, we
find in seven caaes out of ten evidence of what
Weiss calls "central imbalancen in the language ·
area. We uy find one sibling. who was late in
starting to talk, another one who·hlls a ••vere
lisp, an uncle Who is a. el.utterer, a father Wh�
himself haa trouble wi.th reading and spelling.

Accordingly, a questionnaire designed to elicit f aJllilial hietory
concerning speecll proficiency, reading ability,. 3pelling ability;
writ_ing ability; and left handednes..s was sent to the family of
eeeh subject.

A copy of the accompanying letter of •xpl&na-

tion and tht questionnaire may be found in Appendices Band C,
respectivel.y.
Profile

El. spe<:;ific language disabili�- The preceding

para,graphs delineated 1aeasurements of value in diagnosing
S2f!Cific

�S:• d1$&bility. HoweveJ:, differential diagnosis

of spesific langu!ge disability 1-s complicated by the fact that
the problelQ is found

in vat-ying degrees, from mild to severe;

that good intelligence frequently pet'Dlits compensation academic
ally; that it may be manifested in one, or any combination of

lzdw1n

M. Cole, .QP• cit.; p. �30; J. Roswell Gallagher,
�- cit., p. 5; S&lly Childas.�. cit., p. 103; and J<atrinll de
.
H!rscFi'; "Studies in Tachyphellllai"
�Diagnosis of J)evelopnental
Llanguage DisOl'dei'S,". 1$0s, IV. (1961), p. 4.
2Xatrina de Hir�ch, "Specific'Dyslexia or St:rephosymbolia,"
Folia Phoniatrica IV (1952), p. 234-235,
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the �ge areas;� and, that a diagnostic profile has not
been out�ed in sufficient d.etail.

Therefore, in order t0

render a diagno.sis,. in the cases under consideration,. based on

a. comparative evall,l&tion the fo.llowing compreben.s:tve profile
ws compileq frotn the pr&viously eited literature.

A major indication of sP!cific la!!Q�i• disability is
inferior achievement in reading when c� to ability as
JDeasured on an individual test of intelligence.

In evaluating

r eading ability• tt is imperative to �oned.der the nature of the
errors as well &$ the level of achievement.

The readi,ng error a

of the child.with BP!cific lanpge di•b�Uty are oh4raeteris...
tic and ,-tterned.

Errors on tests o,f individual word recogni

tion, such as the reading test of the Wide Range Achievement

Tast-s� are c�rac·tei-ized by confu$ion of l$tt•r forms a.nd

confusion in the sequence of letters t fr:equently including
letter form reveruls and total 'ffve:real o,f 1ettex- seq_u�c•.

:tn oral plr«91,"&ph reading, these confuJions and the additional

visual confi9UJ1ation diffirzlllties introduced by the stl'\Ueture
of the paragraph c-tuse mispronuncutions, insertions• short
word omissions, and short word aonfus. i�ns.

In paragraph r94d...

ing, the bUMer of whole thoughtunit, in symb011c repre=se.ntation

«a oppc)sed to a. eingle word unit further compli0&tes the vi&ual
task..

Therefore, the child with .�R!cifio language dj.S,.bility

evidences slow and hesi.tant oral reading .. Errors arising from
the addition o.f thi:s element of time and from th• increa,eo
COffll)le,xity of organizational pattern cause children with
speqifio lapg;uage disabilitl;' to,�ve 4:n even lower achievement

in oral paragr«ph reading than j.n individual woXld recognition.
Inferior achievement in Sl)tiUing when coml)ilred with
ability as inasured on an il'ldividua.l test of intelligence is

a second diagnostic indicator of specific lallg1.\llge disability.
Spelling deficiencies •re often considered to be the major
n
sy,nptoms of specific language ¢1isab11i,ty; good itelligene•

frequently perldts academic compensation in reading while spel-
Ung errors renain numerous &nd biarre.
of the child with spec.if.io

The spelling errors

l£liu!9! disabili� ar-. charactU.•

ized by confusion of letter for,e,, frequently �eluding letter
form reveraali confusion of letter sequence, frequently includ•
ing tott.l reversal of letter sequence; omission of sylla.bles
in multi-syl.lab1- 'words; and confusion in tne auditot'y discr�
ination of sounds, a.uch as using a sonant in the place of a
word sound.
In contra.at to the deficiencies ;in spelling and reading
aqhievement, achievement in arithlnetic, and othei' ae. &demie

area$ no� :L,n,volving reading, i usually compar«ble to a.bility
as measured on individual tests of intelligence.

It should

noted that at higher grade levels poor reading may interfel:'$
with the solution of word problems in tht mathematic.al and

be
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science subjects. Also, in extremely severe cases of specific
language diSflbility, number form and number sequence may also
be rever$ed.
A fOllrth •jor indication that a specific language

,2!!!

bility exists •Y be found in the familial history. Investig�
tion of language patterns in the familial histories of children
with, Sl!5:ifio langµ&i• ?isabili!=)' .frequently reve&le considerable

incidence of left handedness; or ambidexterity; fr�uent diNbilities

in ·reading• spelling, and writing; and, frequent occur

r9nces of speech deficiencies.

A fifth consideration tsan evaluat:l.on of .auditory

�oeptual integration.
apecific

Fifty per c-.nt of the children with

lpguas;• di8'lbility have been shown to have difficulty

with either auditory discrimination and, or, auditory synthe...
sia. 1 Such confuoion·s in auditory perception seem to parallel.

the, contusions fo-und in visual pex-ception.

Body :Lage, as tested by the Goodenoµgh J)raw,-4...Man test,
:offers fUl'thet- J.ndic.1tion of specif� language disabf.Ut,x.
Human. figUre drawings, a�col'ding to de Hirsch, reveal a child• s
spatial competence "which is of pertinence in term.a of the Visual
.

'

forms ·of langu4ge since. reading., wtiting • and spelling •re pat

tex-ns laid out

in space." 2 The child With specific ;t.&l'lQ'\l!9;!

1Silver, .2R·�·; p. 42.
2x. de Hirsch, "Studies 1n Tachyphemia: IV. Diagnosis of
Pevelopment•l L&nguag•.Disorders,". Logos XV (1961)• p. 6.
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d:iability.responds on the Goodenough Draw-a-Man.Test with

inlQature body image, body image distortion, pa.rticuJ.ALrly with

displacement of the upper extremities tow.rd the hips, repre

sentation of eonus and postural problems with slanting of the
figure towal'd the extreme right. difficulty in dmwing extrelld.•
ties, defecti� manual. skill. poor eye-'h..1lm coordination, and
SOM impulsivity.
The Bender-Gestalt test of visual motor performance
presents still further evidence of sP!cific lan9'.Url5l!,diability.

The vieual motor perfonance of the child with •@Cific ,lan9'.U!ie

dis.bility is innillture when cOlilp&red With ability a1 measured
on an individual test of intelligence.

Ninety-two per cent of

the children with specific l.ans\!!i• diiabiliti•s have been shown
to have visual -,tor deficiencies with the following chat.i-acter
istics:

t.-idency to verticali• diagonals; primitive respons•s;
difficulty with angul.ation; and uae of cues.1
Confused dom:inlnee is aleo ,a diagnostic indicator ,of

Si!9ifi9 language diaabUity. A diSCl.'ep&ncy between the peri
pherally domin&nt hand and the elevated hand -.n teated on the

Arm 2xqnaion Teat indicated cc,nfu1ed patten,a of dominanc• in

ninety-two pel'Cent of the children te$ted With.specific language
diaability.2

1suver, .22· �., p. a.
2Silvet-, ,22• �. ,. p. 6.
,
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A further evidence of specific language diaabilit;y can
be found in an individual te,t of intelligence, such ,as the
WISC. Performance scores are frequently found to be higher
than, the v•rbal acoHs, particularly when comparirlg comparable
sub-tests.
A final

ccmeideration

in formulating a diagnosis of

ae,cific i,ns,,raqe, di..,bili:tY is. the

existence

of defective.

are delay.S in apeech development.

Sub&41querttly, their early

speech. Children With spcific lang-uas:e d1$Ability frequently

,peech ,:u.ua are oft� ch&racteriried by severely defective

&'I•ticulation ,. which tend• to �come 1110rse 1.lnder "the added burdan
of 1-..Ving to organize complex though� units." 1 These same de

ficiencies

1n. the patterning and structuring of 1ong configura

tions are •viden,ced. in later developmental stages by defective
gr«JIIIN(r•

al\d rhythm di.Sturhances. The diSOl'der of cluttering

is frequently noted among older children •ncI adults with
SR!cif1c �- diaability.
Eval.Uation

;2! � �. In resume, the following queries

were incorporated with the problem;

(1) Is specific language

disability a factor related to clinical failure 1n public
school speech therapy?

(2) To what degree do children who

have shown little or no improvement in public school speech
1
de H_i1:'sc_h, �- �-, p. 7.
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therapy fit the profile of specific lanwge disability?
(3) To what extent are each of the specific areas of language,
speach, reading, and spelling• affected

by

sP!cific language

lal}ill!ge disability in children who have shown little or no
improvement in public school speech therapy? .(4)

Are these

defects in 'Speech, reading, and s.pelling in children who have

shown little or no imp11ovement in public school speech therapy
patterned?
The steps in.valved in organit1ing the d4ta were as follow.s:
(l) The data proQured by the diagnostic test battery and the
,questionnaire investigating familial history of lang1,1Age abili
ties were exprecu1ed in terms of an individual case study for
This resultant case ,study was then matched
aga��t the previously dilineated diagnostic profile of specific

ea'bh subject.

l.anguage disability.

Based on this comparison, a decision of

whether or not specific language disability was a factor related
to clinical failure in public school speech therepy was made for
ecach subject.
,,:-;:�,,,(2) The data from the ;individual case studies waa then compiled
and the cumulative data placed on a profile of specifi� language
disability

in order to determine the degree to which children who

have shown little or no improvement in publio school speech
therapy fit the profile.

The degree of representation fo"r each

o.f the diagnostic el.ements was expressed in terms of percentages.
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(3) The configuHtion formed by the expres ed pe. rcentages was
then examined i. n an .attempt to determine wh ther or not specific

language disability could be designated in ter111s of a cut-off
score •.

(4) The achievement of each ubject in the three branches of

language, speech, reading, and spelling., was then eOMpared to
determine the extent to which sP!cific languye dinbility
affected uch of the individual elements,
(5) As a final treatment, the relationship between speech, read
ing; and spelling achievement was plotted for each subject on a
composite �ph.

An analysis

of

this graph w.s conducte4 to

determine whether or not the rel4tionship between the abilities
in speech, reading., and spellirlg was patterrutd.
Summary.

The previous paragraphs outlined the criteria

and selection of subj4t0ts, the method of obtaining data, and
the pi-ocedures u•ed

in evaluating the data. The necessity for

conatructillg an appropriate profile fot diagnosing spepific
language disability ·was established and th• resulting pro�ile was
presented.

Each of the diagnostic items comprising the profile

was investigated in terms of accuracy and dependability.

CHAPTER III
PRESENTATION OF THE DATA
This chapter is concerned with the presentation and or
ganization of data obtained from the diagnostic Study of ten
cases of clinical failure in public. school speech therapy.

The

purpose of this study was to determine whether or_ not S}>!<i!ific
la!!i!:!!9'e di�ility is .a factor related to clinical failure in
public school speech therapy.
D:iagnost�c case studies.

The

data was initially organi-

zed in the form of individual case studie.s compiled from the
suhj:ect's performance on the diagnostic test battery and the

subject 1 s familial history of language ability as ascertained
by the acoompanying questionnaire.

Each of the resultant case

studies was compared with the diagnostic profile of specific
_la119:uage disability in order to determine whether or not spec:lf;c
language diMbility wa$ a contributing factor in clinical fa.11..
ure in public school speech therapy.
presented accompanied

by Figures

The case studies are now

one through ten which graphically

illustrate ea.ch subject's academic achievement in reading, spel

ling., and arithmetic as compared with intellectual ability.

This

relationship baa been shown to be the .major diagnostic indicatol'

of �P!cific la!!SfU&ge disability.
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Subject

.!· R. is a boy �ho at the time of testing had

attained a chronologictll age of nine years, one month and a men
tal age of nine years, one month.

His full scale IQ. was found

to be 100 with • performance seale of 113 and a verbal scale of
89.

His grade placement was in the eighth month of first grade

a.she had been previously retained in both kindergarten and
first grade,

Spe•ch proficiency waa determined to be •t less

than the three year level.

Oral word reading achievement was

delimited t the level of first grade, sixth month with errors
of letter form and letter equence.

Oral paragH.ph reading was

discover� to be inferior to oral word reading, scoring below
the first grade level.

During the oral paragraph reading test,

the subject confused short words l!lnd syllables. inserted words,
demonstrated additional errors of letter, 'form and letter se

quence, and read in a slow and he itant rate.

Spelling achieve

ment was determined to be at the first grade, second month level
with errors of lettel" form.

Arithmetic achievement was located

at, the second grade, fifth month i.vel with errors 1n number
94Nuence.

The relation hip between the ·ubjeat's intell.ectual

ability and academic achievement in r�ding, spelling, arithmetic
is further illustrated in Figure l, page

35.. Evidence, of speech

defic:l,.encies in the subject's mother and brothers, and reading
and spelling deficiencies in the subject's father and brothers
weie found in the familial history of language ability.

Left

bandedneas was noted in the brothers. .R. was severely deficient

3S

'
4

'

.
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in auditory·sound discrimination and sound blending.

His sound

blending score was worse than 75 per cent of the normals of his
Ianature visual-motor performance, with difficulty

grade level.

in angul.ation, primitive responses, and verticalized diagonals,
wa

demonstrated by the subject in his Bender-Gestalt. reproduct

ions.

The Goodenough Draw-a-Man response revealed the subject

to have difficulty in drawing of the arms.

Dominance, as tested

by the Arm Extension Test, correlated with the peripheral hand
used ?>y the subject.

On the basis of this diagnostic evaluation,

the subject may be said to have demonstrated clear signs of

severe specific language disability.
Subject

_g.

G. is

boy who at the time of testing had

at�d a chronological age of seven years, th'1�ee months and
a mental age of six y-ears, four months.

His full ecale IQ. w,u

found to be 87 with a perfol'fflilnce scale of 85 and a verbal
scale of 91.

His gre.de placement ws in the eighth JI\Onth of

first grade.

Speech proficiency was determined to be •t less

than the three year level.

Oral word reading achievement was

'delimited at the level of first grade, first month with erroX"s
of letter form.

Oral paragraph reading was discovered to be

inferior to oral word reading, scoring below the first grade
level.

During the oral paragraph t-eading test; the subject con

fused short wol"ds and syllables, demonstrated additional. errors
of letter form, and read in a slow and hesitant ra.te.

Spelling
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achievement was determin

to b at the first grade level with

eTrors of letter form confusion.

Further evidence of the sub

j ct•s extreme difficulty with letter form was observed in his
reversal of the letter _, �,

.a,

and

'Ji.· Arithmetic achievement

was loc«ted at the first grade, seventh montn level.

It should

also be noted that the subj ct reversed the,numbers _§ � 9, and

-

......

rev•rsed the number ,equence in the numbers 17 and 10.

The re.;,.

l.ationship between the subject' intellectual ability and «cademic
achievement in reading, spelling ,. and arithmetic is further illus
trated in Figure 2; pag• 38.

Evidences of speech deficiencies

in the subject's mother nd sister, and reading and spelling
deficiencies in the subject's father we� found i'n the famili&.l
history of language ability.

�ft handednes, was noted in the

bl'others. sisteT , and cousins.

G. was not deficient in auditory

sound diacriJllination but howed extreme difficulty, worse than
..90 per ·cent of the nor ls of his grad• level• in sound blending.
Immature visual-motor performanc• with difficulty 1n angulation.

primitive r-esponse , and vert1ealized diagonals, was demonstrated
by the $ubject in his Bender-Gestalt repi-oduct1ons.

In addition,

cards A. 1, .2 .. 3, and 8, of this test were reproduced vertically.
The Goodenough Draw-a•Man response revealed the subjec.t to h&ve
difficulty in the drawing of arms With dlsplacement of the arms
toward the hips and tonus and . postural problems in the slant of
the figure.

Dominance wa.a found to be confused.

Dur1ng the

entire testing session, the subj�t showed no hand preference
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•hifting tbe pencil f�om the left to the right han at exactly
the mid-point of his paper.

The

ubject evidenced right hand

elevation during the Arm Extension Te$t even.though he howed
no preference in peripheral

ndednes.

On the ba is of this
.

.

diagno tio evaluation, the, subject may be said to have demQnver

strated clear signs of

Subj4tct

.!·

specific lanQ'U!sze di•bility.

D. is. a boy who at the time of testing

had attained a chronOlogical age of eleven y•r,s,aeven months
and a m,enta1 age of eleven years; nine 1DOnths.

His full scale

IQ •s found to be 102 with • pe,:,fol"lllilnce sea.le of 114 and a ver
bal Selle O.f 91.

His grade placa.ent '88 1n the :eighth month.

of fifth grade having been retai. ned during the preceding year.
Speech proficiency waa determined to be at the third year, first

mnth leval.1 O:r&l word reading achievement wa& delimited at

the leve.l ,of second gr.a;de, seventh month with errors of letter
form and letter aequ•nce.

Oral par•g�aph rNding was discovered

to be inferior to or•l word reading ,. soOl'ing at the $econd gt>ld•.,,
first JDOnth.

Dur.ing the oal paragraph reading test, the subject

confused and omitted short words and syllables,. inserted words,
d�nstr•ted additional errors of letter fom and lett-er se
quena.; and read in • slow 4nd hesitant rate.

Spelling

achievemitnt was determined to be at the second gN.de,, Sixth

� speech-ag• level was deterad.ned to the, txact month 'by
interpolating l>etwen the siX month interval scores of the Templin...
D&Pley Diagnostic Test of Articulation norms found on page 18 of
the T!!eiih--Darley Tests ,E! Articulation.
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·montl\ l.evel with errors of letter f·ol'nt.

It should ·be. noted that

during the spelling test the subject wrot• th• word him As ,!!h
t:hwgn he eon'-ected this erro-r uuaediately.

Arithmetic •ehieve.

ment ·••· l.Ocated at the fifth gt-adtl� �ighth month levttl.

'the

relA'ttlonship be-tween the subjt!ct' $ intel.leotua.l abill.ty and
ac&d•ic aehie�t: in reading, spelling, and, arithmeti
. e is

f�th.er ts fl!rther illustrated in Figul'e 3, page,. 41. £vidences
•P.f i-uding atid spel.ling deficiencies in the subject*s nif!c:es,
nephews., and cousbta ;,ere found. in the tamilial history of

14ngt.tAge •bility.
eousil\s.

Left handedness wa noted in the uncles and

D.. .-s not deficient· in auditory sound discrimination

or itl sound blending._

IIIIJDilture visllil.1-motor perfo�noe,. with

ditt:tculty in angul:4,td..on and. primitive i't1,$p0n1•s·•· was demonstx-.ted
by the s1;1bject in bis Bender--Gestalt- i-ep't'Oductiona.

The Goode

nough Dr.aw-a-Man response revealed the subject to have an·t..
mltur$ body inlag•h difficulty in dr.-wing the arms• clnd t-onua
•nd postu:ral problems

in the slant ,of the

f:t�.

Daninance

wa·s found to be oonfus.ed; though left hand�, tne s'1,ibject
•-dd•med ·• right 1-nd tle:v&tion during the Arm ,&xtension Test.
On the baJia �f this diagnostic evaluation, the subj.eet may be

&lid to have ,dfl\Onsi!r$ted cl&&ll' signs of s�ver,e SJ!!S:Uic lane!ge

disability.

$ubjee?t: 4.
1

c.

is• girl who at the t:bte, of t•sttng hA.d

att«ined • olwonolog1c,.1 age of sewn ye&.:rs., eight months .and a
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Grade
6
•
5

./

CA

?!

6

10-6

4

9-6

3

8-6

Spellin

�Kritntic
WRA

--·" "·
MA

WRA

Gray's

WRA

Oral

\

\

\

\

7-6

l

Reaa1.ng

•-

-•

'""·

6-6

FIGURE 3
COMPARISON OF INTELLECTUAL ABILITY AND
CADEMIC CHIEVE.MEN'l' OF SUBJECT 3
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-mental age of six years, six months.

Her full scale I(l was
.

'

f-ound to he 85 with • perforrnance s�le -of 83 and a, verbal scale

of 89.

S.r grade place•nt was in-the eighth month of the first:

gl.'1lda.

SP"(?h proficiency was detel'llined to � at the third

year, fourth 1110nth level.

Oral wol'd reading cchieveJDent was

deUmited •t the level ot the. fi�st grade, seeond. lJlCnth with
eri-ors of lettet form and l-•tte:r eequenoe. · Oral �ragraph l'N.d
ing-

wa•

di$CO� to be inferior te oMl ·word reading; sccn-itig

below the first g·rade level.

During the oral paTagi,aph re4ding

test•· th• subj ec-t · eonfus.ed and omitted short words and syUabl•s,
. insated words, demonstrated additional errors of letter foI'IR •nd

&equence, •nd l'Md in a slow and hesi�nt ra-te.

Spel'lirtg a.clueve...

ment wa detemnined to be at: the first �ade level with errors
of letter form.

Further evt-dence of the subject's extreme dif�

ficulty nth lett�r form •s observed in her reversal of the
lett·er

:t

and \ISe of the l•tter R
. for Sl. . Arithmeti.c tohievement

wa:s loca;ted at the stK:ond gtade; second month level.

It should

be not-1 that the subj"ct reversed the number land reversed

-

the number sequence
in the number 17.
.

The relationship between

the. subject's intellectual ability and aeademic achievement in
i-eading 1 s_pe.J.l.ing, And arithmet'1e ie further :illustr•ted in Fig•
ure 4, page 43.

E'4dences of reacU.ng 41.nd s�l.Ung deficien�ies

in the subject'$ brothei-s were found in t'he familial histol'y of
language ability.

c.

had diffiQulty in auditory .sQund discrim-
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s
4

J

10'6
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ination and in s"0Und blending.

Her sound blending score was

e
wors
cent of the normals of her grade level.
· e tha.n 15 pr

:tnuna

ture visua.3....motor pe�foftlUee. with difficulty in angulat.ion,
primitive responses, �d verticalized dtagonals,. was demon
strated by the subjeet in her Bender-G•stalt reproductions.
The Goodenough J)raw-a•Man response revealed the subject to have

difficulty in dntwing al'Jlls.

Domttn.mce •s :found to be confused;

thOugh right ta,;nded, the.subject evidenced a l.eft hand elevation
during the Arm Exteneion Test.

On the basis of this di.agnostic

evaluation. the sul:>ject may be said to hlve demonstrated clear
signs of sever& specifiq langt14ge disabi�tySubject �.

J. i• a girl who at the time of testing had

atta.ined a cnronologtal age of nine years, six months and a
Mntal age

ot nine yNrs. He:r fu.11 scale IQ. was found to be

94 with a perform&nce scale of 103 •nd a verbal scale of 87.
Hel' grade placement was in the eighth month of the third grade.•
Speech proficiency w11 determined to be at the fou'l'th year,
tenth month.

Oral word reading achievement was delimited at

the level of second grade. , seventh month With errors of letter
form and le;tter sequence.

Oral par•graph reading was discovered

to be inferior to or&l word reading, scoring ,at the first
gradft, ninth month.

During the oral paragraph reading test•

the subject omitted, inserted, and confused short words and
syl.l.Ables, denionstl'&ted additional errors of letter f.orm and

4S
sequence, and read in

slow nd hesitant rate.

It Nf noted

that J... followed each word with hex.- finger while reading.

Spel

ling achievement waa detex-mined to be at the second grade, seventh
month level •with errors ·of 1.-tter form.

Further evidenc• of the

subjeet•s extireme difficulty in letter fo,rm was indicated by the
s�ject's_cbanging of an� to an n. on three different occasions

...

_,

and .a ..,..d to a b.

Artthmcttia 4chievement •·• located at the foUJ'th

gt'a.de, •second month level.

The relationship between the subject's

intellectual ability and academic achiev.-nt :ln reading ,, spelling,

and aJ\itbJDetio is further illustrated in Figures, piigl: 46.
dences of speech, llffding, and· spelling difficulties

in the·

Evll•

n
subject's parets;
atblings, and eOU:$UlS •re fOW,ld in the

f•m11141 bi1tory ot language, •bility.

Left handedness was noted

in the cousins. J. was not defioi-ent in auditory SO\Ind discrim
iM-t:ton oi;- in sound blending:.

IllU&turt vie•l•m.otor perfol"Jllilnce,

with diff·ieulty in angulation,. prilnitive Nsponses, and vvt-ical�
ized diagonal.a, wa demonstrated by the subjeet
Gastlilt. 1"eproductions.

in her Be-nder

The Goodenough nr.w.-a-.Man. Nspon••

�vealed the subject ·to havt difficulty in dl'awing arms.

J>OlD,..

illance •• found to be confused; thOUgh x-:lght handed, the subj•ct
•videnced a left hand elevation dut'ing the Am Extcmston Test.
On the �sis of this di&gnt,stia evaluation, the subject may be
said. t.b have demorustra.ted clear signa of specific Janguye diS&

bili�.

.. .
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FIGUIE '5
CtlfPARISQJf OF Dm� ABlLiff ARD
CAJ1SMIC ACHIEVEMDT OF SU!JECT I
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Subject 6.

girl who at the time of testing

C. 1a

ttained a chronologic..il age of nine years,
nental age of nine �e r�, two months.
cal of 87.

ix months and a

er full scale IQ was

perfor nee cale of 107 and

found to be 96 with

d

verbal

Her grade placement� sin the eighth month of

third gr de. 'Speech pro£ ciency
fourth year, eighth month.

s det rmined to be at the

Oral word reading achi vement was

elimited at the level of the second grade, fifth month with

errors of letter form,

Oral paragraph reading !S discovered

to be inferior to oral word reading, scoring at the first grade,

ninth mont .

During t e oral par&grap reading test, the su

ject con.fused, omitted, and inserted short words nd syllables,
demonstrated additional errors of letter orm, and read in a
..-»low and hesitant rate.

S lling chievement was deter in.ed

to be at the second grade level with errors of letter form.

Arithmetic achievement was located at the third grade, fifth
month level.

The relationship between the subject's intellec

tual ability and academic achievement

in reading. spelling, and

arithmetic is further illustrated in Figure 6, oage 4 .

Evi

dences of peech deficiencies in the subject's father, brothers,
cou ins, and uncle

guage ability.
had

were found in the familial history of lan

Left handedness was noted

in the uncle.

C.

difficulty in auditory sound discrimination and in sound

blending.

Her sound blending score was worse than 75 per cent

of the normals of her grade level.

Immature visual-motor per-
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•
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FIGURE 6
COM.PAR.ISON OP INTELLECTUAL ABILITY AND
ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT OP SUBJECT 6
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fcmnanee, with difficulty in angulaticm, primitive re$ponaee, and

verticalized d:U.g'C)n&la, ws d�monstr,ted by tbe subjeet in her
Bende�Geatalt reprQduction$.

The Goodenough nr..w�a-Man res

ponse revealed the subject to have difficuJty in, the drawing of

•rrats.

DOminance waa fQund to be contu,.s; though righth.Jnded,

the wbject evid-enced a left hand elevation during the Arm Ex
�a.iOn Test.
subject ay

be

On the baais .of this: di«gnostic evalua�ton, the
aaid to have demonstr•ted clear

igns of sM<?ific

la9QU5e disa.bilify • .
Subj•ct

I:·

A. ia a bay who at the. time of testing n&d

att4tined• chronological age of s•ven �r•, aix ,nonths and a
Mnt&l

•g:• of eight years.,

five months.

Hit full scale tQ was

found to be 112· with• pet-f�ce s<1ore of UB and a verbal.
s-co" c,f 105.

H.is grade placement. •• in the eightb month of

second gr,ade.

Spt;ech prQfioten;cy •• de.tel"lld.ned to be at less

than the three y•r uve1.
'

'

Oral word i-eading achieveJD11mt •1a
.

delimit«t at th• le,vel of the second grade, fifth month With
errors of letter fOl')l).

Oral paragraph reading •a discoveNKI

to be i,nf•l'ior to oral word rea,ding,, scoring first gMde• fourth
JltQtlth level.

During the ON.l pa,mgraph r•dtng test, the sulr

j'eet confused and inserted short words and sylUlbl•s • delll0n$�ted
additional el'J'Ort of letter f,oi,n, •nd read ;in a slow and hesitant
rate.

It shOuld be noted that during the oral word reading test:

the ·sul>j.•ct e&Nfully and slowly worked through each word ·phon-

so
et.iaally.

Spe .llirtg achieve-ment was determiMd to � •t the

aecond gade. l�wel with e'l'rOrS 1n letter fe)rn,ation.

Artthme-

tic •ohhvement •• lo�ted at 'the second g11ade, aewnth month
lev1tl.

The relationship between tlua ·Subjec:t•s intellectual

ability· and acaduo.c ach
· ievement in reading, spelling, and 4:r'ith
·•tio is turthe.r illustrated in Figure 7, page '51.

Evidences

of speech �fic.iAtncies. fn the subject's siatei,,• and s ·pelling
defict.ncies in. the subject•• father were found in the fa.mil:lal
history of Ungua.ge ability.
brother•.,, si•tera. and uncles.

l,eft �edNtss. was noted in th•
A. •• not deficient 1n aucii�y

sound diaerudna�ion but showed difficulty 1n sound blending.
Hia sound l>ltnding sco�e was. worse than 75 per eiint: of the normals
of his g-rt.de level.

IlmJ&tuN vial.ill... motot- perfo1'1Mlnae; with

difficulfy in •rvulat:i9n; primitive l'tSP:,J\&Etl, and vertitalized
diAgonala,. •• demonatrated by the SUbj•ct

s

in

his S.ndttr-G•stalt

r.eproductiona.

In additi<m t cards 4 1utd

weN repr(>.duced aa

minor imawes.

The Goodenough Jmaw-a-Man x-es_ponse revealed the

aubjeQt t� have diff:tc.ulty 1n the dr«ring ·of arms-.

t>Qminance

was found tQ be contused; thQugh right handed, the subjeet
showed no e.leva:tion of eith•.r h.lnd during the AN Extension
,._,t.

· On the basil of this diagnostfo ev«luatian, the subj'ec� .•

may be sa
. id to have d•1n0nstl\l,te.d clea.r signs of &P!cif.io
disability de&pite h:b near grade level
ing�

$CQre

l.&ngµag•

:i,n oral word read

It i• feltt that the aubject:'s above. ave�• btt•Uigence

and ·good �tning in phonics e!'Wll>1'd the. -$ubject to compensate
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for the SP!cific l.angyage dis,a;b�lin, in this &l'ea.

Thia decision

receives support fro•• the f4ct ·that tbe subj�t ·was unable to
maintain the same level cf achievement during o;Nl paNgraph
i.-eading or spelling.
SUbje¢t

!·

R. is • boy who a.t t?ui t:ime of testing had

attaiJlAtd a chronolog-ieal age of six ye,ars, seven JRQnths t.nd a
men't&l age of •ven years, two months.

His full scale IQ ••

found to be 107 With • per-fonance score of lll and a verba.l
•core of 103.
f.irst grade.

Hi• grada plaeement ••

in

·the eighth month of

Splech proficiency •• determined to be at less

than the three year. level.

Oral word reading •chi•vement was

delimited at the· level of firat pad•• sixth montn With errors
of iet·ter forlll and sequenc,.

Ol'al pan�ph reading was dis...

�over-1 to. ht Werio:r to oN.l word r•d$ng, ·acol'ing below the
first grade level.

J>uJ-ing the oral paragraph reading t'est tha

subject omitt� and conf\l•ed short woi-d• Ind syllables, demon
atra� further errors of lette-r- form and sequena,, and :read in
• el.QW �bd hesitant l'•t•.

Spelling achie,vement wa.s deterndned

to be ••t � fira. t gra.de, Sixth M<>nth level and with errors of
l•ttel' form.

A�ithnletio achievement waa alao located at the

first grad•, sixth month l•vel.

The relationship between tha

aUbj.at:'a intelleetu,.l ability and acad•ic .achtev..nt 1n

l'eading ., spelling, and arithmet�c 1• further illustrlted in
FiguM 8,. pag• 53.

Evidences of speech defic;tenci6.s in the
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Grade

CA

6

U-6

5

10-6

4

9-6

3

8•6

2

7•6

·-

MA

Arithmetic

_., .....
�6<
,,...

Spelling
WR.A

•

Reading
WR.A

Gray'.

Oral

·,i'-.._

FIGURE 8
COMPARISON OF INTELLECTUAL BILITY AND
ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT OP SUBJECT 8

'

)

S4

subject's gMndparent'a, and rMding a:nd spell.iJ,g deficienoies in
the subjeot•a

eouains

we� found in the

familial history .of

14J19U&ge abil.i�.
Tnen was no history -of left l'\Udednes.,.

a.

had difficulty 1n

a\ld1� 1ound dt.cr�tion but shoWed l'C' difficulty

!.'!le sul>j�t t s Bender-Gestalt J;'feproductd..ons did not ,

blending.
shQW· the

in sound

u·su.al ditfieu1ty with angulf.tion. priJdtive Nisponae.e,

"-rticalizati.on o.:f diagona1s. or �se ot cues, but•• t-epNten...
tati\18 ef e.xtrefflflly· inlmature viaull-.motor perfoPm!lnce with

sufftci.•nt biane c�etell'"istics ·to •ugg••t: poesibllt oenml
ne:irvoua aya:t.-,n Ql' ptychologia.l

involvement.

DrA•_,.•..MiJn x-.apon•• •·• a:ls.o bierN and

The Goodenough

1-.ture. · · Domini.ne•

•• found to be confu,edt though right hand�, the aubj$Ct

evid$Rctld no. el•v.t'tion. of either haJ\d, durit\g tl\e Ax,a extension
'Tes
. t.

On the bil♦:l, •of this c:Hagnostd.c eV.luatiOn, the subject

:may not· be sa.id to have ·demonstrated cl.N.r s1gns of .•ec�fia
�- -g:ltability.

Howev.r,. the nlt\n'e of tha!t •ubjec:t•s per

f.ol"lltil-. ind.icated • n�d t-or ne.vl'Ologieal alld psyoh.olog,1cal
evalu&'t'ion.
Subjeot

!·

c. is •• girl who· •t the. time of testing had

atutned a ohl'on<>l.ogical age of seven ye,te, ttfO .:,nths and a
.uwentel agt of flight ye«Jie; four enths.

He� full scale Iq

w:a

found t:obe 117 with a pe:rforwance scale of 122 and a verbal
S04le. or UO.

Her grade placemant was in the eighth month of

ss
first Ql'ade.

Speech proficiency ws ,detersnirted to be at tne

fourth yea�, tent'h fflQJ\th lev61.

Oral word reading abJ.:U.ty ·was

deli,tn:J:ted at th• ·Se<:ond grade, ninth tn0nth with errors of 1etter
:form and ••que�c•. _Oral pa�g�aph �ding was di$covered tc>
be inferior to <>Ml �rd t-eading, scoring •t the .second gnde;

fourth month.

During the oral p,llt-agN.ph ?'U.ding teat, th• sub

jtk!t confusll!Ki short words •nd eyl1-blea; ·de, mon&trated •dditional
e1'1!'0rs of letter t=orli, .and read in a alow rate.

·Despite the

s.low a'te�- th• subject: :read with flue-ney and expres,ion.

Spr:,l

ling «chievement •• determined to be at the st!cf)nd gr,ade, fifth
m,anth level With en"Orts of sound confusion.

Aritl\Ntic achieve

JMnt was loe41ted ,•t the &econd grade, fifth mpnth level..

Tbe

;reJ.atidnship between the subject's intellectual •b1llty and
aoadeado echiaV811l4tnt in. reading, spelling, and arithmetic is
:fur,thttr illustrated

in

Fig"tJrl- ,, pag• 56,

Evidences of reading

and apellilrJ de,ficiencies in the subject's fath•r• �.ndpa1'8nts,
f.J)d brothe"Pa wre found

in

the UlldlUl. history of lal\g\l•ge

ability.

.Left handed.ne!St ·•s noted in a cousin.

deficient

in eithff

bl;«nding.

4w:iitol'y

SQUnd

c. \Ms not

di•crimination or in sound

:Innature vitual-motor perf�nce, with vertical!�

diagonals, vas demonstrated by the su,Qject in h•r Bender-Ge•talt

t•product�ns.

'1'be GoQden�ugh Draw-a•Man 'reapanae re..,.aled the

subject to bav.- difficulty

in the drawing Qf arms with

ment of ti. ••• towaro the hi.ps.

displace..

Dotainance was found to be

s

••

•--+--•

,

•

•
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confuied; though right handed, the aUbjeot evidenced no hand
elev•tion dUl'in'J the Ai-m Extension test.
.

'

On th• bllsis of this

diagnostic ev.&luation, the subj,ect may not be said to have
demonstrated eJ.aar aigne of •P!<;ific ).anguase. diabili�.
Sl.lbjeo·t 10..

M. ·1s a boy who at tM time of testing had

-.t:uitNtd a <ihronolQSJi�l age of eight year•• five month• and a
•ntll age ot eight y,a:ra,. eight montns.

His full aa.l• IQ,

•• f.Q\U'ld to be 104 with a performance scale ot 106 and a

.se.&le of

101.

tllird grade.

wri.i.

Hia grade placeJlllin"t w,aa. in the •�hth month of

Speech pi-0ficienoy •• determined to be at th•

third yelr, thtrd month.

Orel. -,rd reading achievement.•• d►

l.Ul1ted at the th� grade, seventh
-sequence a:nd ndspronunci&tionlJ.

JDQnth With

ei-rors of letter

Oral parag-r-.aph reading was

discov.eNd to l>e .s\'lperioi, to or.al word "'-ding, scoring at th

third

grade, m,nth- JD.Onth level.

During the oral paragl'Aph

�ding test ., the l\ibj.ect contu.e.S and oJtdtted short words and
syllables, blilt r.-d ;ln a rapid, fluent, and expres•ive manner.
Spelling achi•� -· dttet"lldned tb be at the th:bd gr«de,

f�at JJ10nth level With •rrors of sound confusion, particularly
of the

vowe;La.

Arithmetic achievement was located at th• third

g'Mde,. sixth month level.

The rel&tion•hip betwe8ll th.e $ubject' s

intallaetual ability and acad-.:Lc achie�t in reading 1 spel..
ling, ·and a-i-ithmettc ia further illustr.tted in Figure 10, page
SI,

£v1dene.a of • speeeh def.iciency 1n the subject• s uncl•
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was found in the familial history of language ability.
handedness was not noted.

Left:

M. was not deficient in either audi

tory sound discrimination or in sound blending.

Immature visual

motor performance, with difficulty in angulation� primitive
responses, and verticalized diagonals, was demonstrated by
the subject in his Bender-Gestalt reproductions.

The Goode-.

nough 'Draw-a-Man response revealed the subject to have an
immature body image and diffi.culty in the di-awing of arms.
Dominance was not found to be confused.

'l'he subject was right

handed and showed elevation of the right hand during the Arm

Extension Test.

On the basis of this diagnostic evaluation,

the subject may not be said to have demonstrated clear· signs
of specific language disal:)ility.
Further analyS1$

.2£ �.

A S• ®'M;r;ry of the total data

presented within the preceding case ·studies is provided in
Table I, page 60.

Specifically, Table I designates the diag

nostic criteria of seecific la!'.!9'1!:ie di_sability which were
id�tified in each subject during the diagnostic evaluation •
. Subjects one through seven evidenced a eomposite• ef these
·. criteria sufficient to warrant a diagnosis of . specif ie language
,d,isability:

in seven of

subjects eight through ten, did not.

Therefore,

the ten cases of clinical failure in public school

speech therapy evaluated in this study se;ci£ic language disa

bility may he considered to be a re1-ted factor.
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TABLE I

DIAGNOSTIC llIDICATION OP SPECIFIC tiAHGtJAGB
DISABILITY FOt.JND. IN TEH CASES OF CLINICAL
FAILURE IN PUBLIC SCHOOL SPEECH THERAPY
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The bar graph in Figure 11, page 62, expresses the degree
to which the ten subjects who had shown little or no improvement in public school speech therapy fit the profile of specific
�ge disabili�.

This measurement was determined by express

ing the number of diagnostic items evidenced by the subject in
proportion to the 35 possible items of the profile in percentage
form.

No attempt wa made to weigh the diagnostic profile items

in terms of their individual value as diagnostic factors even
though they have been shown to vary in this respect.

The sample

comprising this study was not of sufficient size to warrant the
statistical procedures necessary in such treatment.

The per

centages were presented only in the hope that they might
indicate a possible trend for subsequent experimental research,
since this was the purpose for conducting the present exploratory
case studies.

The diagnostic items evidenced by subjects one

through seven, diagnosed as having a s29cific lanID1age disability,
totaled no less than 21, or 60 per cent of the total possible
items.

The diagnostic items evidenced by subjects eight through

ten, diagnosed as not having a seecific lanID1age disabilit)!,
totaled no more than 17, or 48.S per c nt of the total possible
items.

Therefore, a range of four d�gno6tic items, or 11.4

per cent of the total possible items, separated those subjects
diagnosed as having a specific language disability from those
diagnosed as not having a specific language di�bility.

These

findings indicat the possibility of establishing a cut-off

62
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FIGURE 11
PERCENTAGE OF DIAGNOSTIC ITEMS SHOWN IN CASES OF
CLINICAL FAILURE IN PUBLIC SCHOOL SPEECH THERAPY
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TABLE II
THE COMPARISON OF SPEECH, READING, AND
SPELLING SKILLS IN TEN CASES OF CLINICAL
FAILtlRE IN PUBLIC SCHOOL SPEECH THERAPY
SUBJECT

WRA

SPEECH
AGE

. WR.A

READING
AGE

WRA

SPELLING
AGE

CA

MA

l

9-1

9--1

2

7-3

6--4

6-1

6-0

11-9

7-8

7-7

3

... 3.0

4

7-8

6-6

3-4

6-2

6-0

5

9-6

9-0

4-10

7-8

7-8

6

9-6

4-8

7-6

7-0

7

7-6

8-S

-3-0

7-6

7-0

8

6-7

7-2

9

7-2

8-4

4-10

7-ll

10

8-5

8-8

3-3

8-8

6-7

8- 2
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� Nading and spelling-age levels of a .wbjeot

weN

determined by tran$muting the apclling and �ing grade-level
scoi-es obtained on the Wide Range Achievemtnt Teats of spelling
and reading to eq,uival.-nt age-levela.

The Monroe Age-Grade

Scal.e •• ut::1l1aed in the tt-.ansmuting p:toceduN. 1
The d&ta presentd in Tdble II, page 64, -revealed the
toll.owing,

devel.Opment.

l) All aubjeot• were s•verely delayed in

apeech

2) Subjects one through seven, diagnoaed aa hav

ing a 82,!Cifi9 �e ditlAb�U�, were also retarded in Nhlding
and

spelling achievement as oompared with their Chronological

ages.

Subjects twO and four, whose mental ages were Wer:t.o,:.,

to their ehrcnolcgieal age$, were still retarded tn rudtns
and spelling achi vement when ueing the mental age ae the cri•
tex-14 fo» co•pariaon.
-as

3) Subjects eight through teu\• diagnosed

not haring • tR!Q;f.ftc lAUfiU&Q! diHbUit)!'., attained a l•vel

of reading and spelling •gntevement equivalent' or 1upex-ior to
their chronological agee.

Subjects eight

and nine did not

i-eaeh a level of achievement cor.aparable to their superior
111ental-age level&:

However, it must be remetnbered that their

aoad•1c experiences were also equivalent to their chronologiaal

Mtl'le than thei11 mental age-levels.
The pi:-eceding eompartson of spelling. reading• and l!Jpt.Ch
cilitie•

in relatio.n&hip to mental and chronol.OgiGtl ages were

liton'l'Oe, �- crtt. • pp. 190-191.
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graphically presented in Figures 12 and 13.

Figure 12, page 67,

included subjects one through seven, diagnosed as having a
specific lan[l!age

disability.

The

graphic representations of

the spelling, reading and speech abilities in relationship to
mental and chronological age for these subjects formed a con
sistent pattern.

The

speech age-level was markedly inferior

to both chronological and mental age.

'Xhe reading and spelling

achievement age-levels were superior to the speech age-level
but inferior to the level indicated by either the chronological
or mental age of the subject.

Figure 13, page 68, included

subjects eight through ten, diagnosed as not having a _specific
language d1sabilicy.

The graphic representation of the spel

ling, reading and speech abilities in relationship to mental
and chronological age also formed a consistent pattern for
these subjects.

This pattern differed from the pattern pro

duced by the subjects diagnosed as having a Sl?£Cifio lan�uage
disability.

The speech age-level was still markedly inferior

to both chronological and mental age.

However, the reading

and spelling achievement age-levels were equivalent or superior
to chronological age, though not reaching the mental age-level
of subjects eight and nine.
Summary.

The previous paragraphs presented the data

obtained from the diagnoatic study of ten cases of clinical
failure in public school speech therapy,

The data was organized
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8-6
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FIGURE 12

THE RELATIONSHIP OF SPEECH, READING, AND SPELLING
SKILLS IN SUBJECTS DIAGNOSED AS H.VING THE
SYNDROME OF SPECIFIC LANGUAGE DISABILITY

·,
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and examined in terms of th
vidual case
diagnostic

following treatments:

study of each subject.

2) A

1) An indi

Table in which the

criteria of s2ecific languaie disability evidenced

by each subject were indicated • . 3) Computation of the degree
to which ea.ch of- the ten subjects fit the profile of SP!!cif�c
language disability.

4) Comparison of the speech, reading, and

spelling skills of each subje,ct in relation to his mental and
chronological age.

5) Graphic representation of the comparison

of the speech, reading, and spelling skills of each subject in
relation to his mental and chronological age in order to de
termine whether or not the configurations formed were patterned
and consistent, and whether or not the configurations formed
by subjects diagnosed as having a specific language disabili�
varied from those formed by subjects diagnosed as not having
a specific language disabili1:¥·

CHAPTER IV

INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS
This chapter is concerned with interpreting ·the findings

obtained from the diagnostic study of ten eases of clinical
failure in public school speech therapy.

This swdy was an

exploratory investigation conducted for the purpose of determ
ining whethel' or not the syndrome of secific langyage disability
wai a factor related to clinical failure in public school speech
thet-apy.

Since the de,ign of the study was clinical and ex

ploi-atory ra;her than experime�tal. the results are most

propei-1y interpreted as indications from whiah to formulate
hypotheses for subsequent experimental resef.rch.
'l'he folloWing are the findings established in this study

and the. implications fqr s'1bsequent research which they support.
l)

Sf!c;iif1c l.!nsuage di.sability was found to be a factor

re.lAted to clinical fai• J.ure in public school speech therapy in

seven of the ten cases studied.

Thi.s find:S.ng strong1y supports

the need for further investigation of the relatio.nship between
SP4!C1fi<? ;tanszuage di841'i.lity and clini04l fa.ilure in speech
therapy.

Such subsequent inve.stigations should employ a sample

large enough to yield statistically reliable results as well as
eX.J.'erimental con1Zrol groups con•isting of children without speech
defects and of children with severely defective spee. ch who seem
70
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� benefit from speech therapy. A aecond implication inherent
1n this f�ding is the need for experimental investigation of

new therapeutic methods to be used with speech defective oases
who evidence combined language defects such as those manifested
in SP!£1fic 'langµage d.iaabilit:y.

2) A range of four diagnostic items, or ll.4 per o•nt of

the tot.al posaible items, 5-parated those subjects diagnosed as
having a apegific languaqe· disability from those subjects dug
nosed as not having a speed.fie la!"ffU!ie disability.

�is finding

indicate& th• poaail>ility of d1-gnosing.s299ific lanege

.s!!!!

bility in terms of the diagnostic profile presented in this

study by tneans of a cut-off score. Therefore, it would seem

valuable to compile data for the purpose of s�tistically analyz
ing the individ\11\1 items compriting the ,PJ:Ofile; weighing the in•
dividua:l it••

in terms of tneir individual value as diagnostic

:indicators J and establishing a poaaible cut..-off score for d:Lag

nosinq _sP!cific �e disability.

3) All of the cases diagnosed as having a specific

l4J'5U5• diu.bility were found to �ve deficiencies in reading

and spelling achievement 111 addition to severe speech deficiencies.
This finding indi�tes the need for e)(�iJRentally ;Lnvestigating
t� aftect of language thei'«py, a oomb1-t;lon -of speech therapy

and remedial i.Mtruotion in reading and spelling. in oases With
m\lltip1- language <Jeficienciu.
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su.-ry. 1'11.e previou$ paragraph8 pi-esented interpret&•

tions of the findings obtained from tne diagnostic s�dy of

ten cases of clinical failure in pub.lie school speech therapy.
Since t� de&ign of the study -.a elinical and explor.ltory•

the reJSUlts were interpreted •s indications from Which to· for
mulate hypotheses for subsequent experimental research.

'th•

majot' reault of. this study was that seec:lfic language disabilify
w.s found to be a fc,.ctor related to clinical failure in public
school speech therapy.

This finding indi<?Ated the need for

subs-.q,1,1ent experimental research to deternd.ne the eff.e<;:t of new
thc'apeutic methods to be used with speech defective cans Who
evidence combined language d•fect,a such acs those manifested
in spec:lf ic l.al'IQ'}l!ge disability,

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY
The preMnt
exploratory study was conducted to detet'lld.ne
.
.
whethe-r or not •2!£ific language diaabili'eY is a factor related
to elini�l failure in public school speech therapy for the

purpose of indicating the need for subsequent experimental re
aMl'Ch to. inveat�t• the vaJ.ue of a modifi� c11nioal approach
in sucm cases.

The procedure oonsiated of cOlllpiling an appro-

priate prcfile of the syndrome termed $R!cific_l&N95• disability
&nd �terndning the degt-ee to which ten C4ses of clinical failun
fit this proftle.

Tr.

ten subjects studied included six male

and four female ele•ntary school
children representing. grades
'
one through five.

Eaeh �ubject had a Mvel'e functional articu

lation defect, bad received apeech thu&py far l8 or more months,
and had shown little or no illlprovement,
A.n individual case study waa fOl'lllul4ted for each sub
ject from the results procured by a diagnostic test battery and
a questionnaire investigating f&Jd.lial i«nguage abilities.

fl\e

resultant case atudies were compared with the diagnostic_profi�•
of .specific

la!!QU!s;•

disability in order ·to determine whether or

not specific l4ns:!!!ge disability was a contributing factor in
the clinical failur .

The data comprising the individual caae

atudiea wa.a then compiled and exaJlllnad in terms of l) ·the diagnostic critet"i& evide.need by each subject; 2) the degree to which
73
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each subject fit the profile of 6P@cific.langua.ge dt!fbili.�Yi
3) a coqiparison of the speech, r.eaC,lng, and spelling· Eikills

of each subject in relation to his mental and chronological
ag•; and 4) a gNphic representation of the previous compar.1...
son in orde-r to detemine whether or not the configu,rations
formed were patterned and consistent, and whether or not those
conf�tions fol'ftled by subjects diagnosed as having SP!cd.fic

language disability varied from those di�gnosed as not having

�pecific l&ns:u!;ge disability.
The f.ollowing findings were •s�l>Ushed in this study.

l) Specific lanquage dj,sability was found to be a factor re.lated
to clinical failure in public school speech therapy 1n seven
of the ten cases studied.

2) A.Mnge of four diagnostic items,

or ll.4 per cent of the total possible items, separated those
�upjeats diagnosed as having a &P!£1f1e language .disabili;tY
€

fl'Om those subjects diagnosed as not having a se,cific language
disabilin,.

J) All of the cases diagnosed as having a se!Cific

la!'5!!!qe disability were found to have deficiencies in reading
and spelling achi•veDM!nt in addition to severe speech- deficien
cies.
Since the design of this study •s cl.i.nical and explora..
tory rather than experimental, the results were interpreted aa
indications fro;n which to formulate nypotheses for subsequent
experill\ental r-esearch.

The fo-llowing j,nd;i.ottions were deinon

st:rated in the results of this study;

l) A need for further

75
investigation o.f the relationship of seacific lanszu!i• di_.bi1ity
and clinical failure in speech therapy aploying a sample large
enough to yield stati.stically reliable results.

2) 'l'he � for

experimental investigation of modified clinical approaches to
,b e u.eed in speech ther«py with cases who evidenc• combined
l&ngu&ge defeats such as those IIIIJ\if•sted
•diMbility.

in SP!qific laPfiU!qe

3) A need for further i-eHarch from which to •tati•

tically analyse the individual itehlS of the diagnostic profile
1n order to determine the poasibility of diagnosing specific
la!!91!!9e disability in terms of« cut-off score.
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APPENDIX A
REQUEST FOR .REFERRAL

March

s,

1962

Approximately one week ago, I wrote to your superintendent inform
ing him of a research project which is to be conducted by Miss
Lorraine Hansen, a graduate student in speech correction at
Western Michigan University. Your superintendent has indicated
that he would give permission for this work to be done if you

had no objections.

Miss Hansen will be contacting you in the very near future.
She is inte:rested in finding students throughout the ai,ea who
meet the following criteria:
l.
2.

3.

'rhey must have four or more defective phonemes,
three of which are (s), (l), (r).
The speeah problem must appear to be of a function
al nature.

They should have received speech therapy in the
present year and at least one previous year.

If there are several such children in your caseload, Mies Hansen
would like to spend some time in evaluating them with certain
measures which she will explain to you. If any of your children

have had WISCs adtninistered, this information would be valuable.
Some WISCs may have to be administered however, specifically for
this project if no recent score is available.

The above information is offered so that you will have an oppor
tunity of checking your caseload prior to Miss Hansen•s contact
with you. I hope that: you will be able to assist her in locating
appropriate children. I believe the study has considerable merit
and some interesting possibilities.

c.

V, Mange
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APP£HDIX B

LETTER OF EXPLANATION
May 17., 1962

� •. •nd Mrs. John 'J)oe
llll West Ma� Strwet
Xalam1u,00, M.ic�g•n
0.-r Mr. and Mrs. Doe:
M1$S G� Lor1'4ine Hansen• an experienced speech ther4pist doing
gNduate work at Western Miohigan Univ�rsity, is conducting . a
re"'rch project in cooperation With the Kalam&mo .county
Boilrd of £d\teation, Special Education Divisi<m, and the West-·
ern Michigan Univer$ity .Speach ·Cl. inia. The purpos-. of thi$
study 1s to try to 1dent$fy some of th
. e re•ons why certain
ehil.dren have continuing difficulty With speech. It .is hoped
that this information will make it possible to provide more
effe,eti� speech therapy pr.ogl'Qls.
As a part of this study, Kiss Hansen met John and observed him
during one of the speech classes. She. �s become very interest
ed 1n your child and is in need of information reprding the
histor,y of 1-nguage. development. It j.,s •incer-,ly requested
that you respond to the enclosed �uestionnaire 4f).d r•tum it

in the$��, addressed envelope within the next w•ek.

We aN very appreciltive of your assista.nct and ·nope that this
informiition will better help us to unde�s�
yo� child's
speec:h probJ.eJrt mere fully.

Since�ly,

a..

Lorx-aine aansen
Sp$•ah Therapist

CVM/sn
enc.

C.har1e,s y .• Mange; Ph. D.
De�ty c.ounty Superintendent
for Speci«l Education
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APP£NDIX C

FAMILIAL HISTORY OF LANGUAGE DISABILITY QUESTIONNAIRE
1.

Have any of the following persons ever had any difficulty
with speech? (Check if the answer is yes.)

--Aunts ---

Mother

--Uncles---

Father

---

Brothers

Sisters

Cousins___Grandparents_

If so, would you please check which of

describe the speech problem.

the

following best

--- Couldn't say words right.
rapidly, and in spurts, so that it was hard
--- Spoke
to understand what they w re uying.
___ Stuttering.

___ Other. (Please describe if you check this one.)

2.

Have any of the following pe,:-sons ever had any difficulty
with reading? (Cheak if the answer is yes.)

--Aunts---

Mother
3.

-----

Brothers
Cousins

-------

Sisters

Grandparents

Have any of the following persons eve?' had any difficulty

with spelling?

--Aunts ---

Mother

4.

--Uncles--Father

(Check if the answer is yes.)

-----

---

----

Father

Brothers

Uncles

Cousins ___ Grandparents_

Sisters

Have any of the foll.Owing persons ever had any difficulty
With writing? (Check if the answer is ye.,.)

-----

Mother
Aunts

--Uncles---

Father

---

Brothers

----

Sist&rs

Cousin!t ___Grandparents__
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s. Are any of the follOwing persons left hand�?
the answer is yes.)

--Aunts --Mother

--Uncles---

Father

(Check if

--- SiSters--- GrandparentsCousins --Brothers

